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1. Introduction. According to a theorem of A. I. Khinchine [l] any dis-

tribution on the real line can be written as the convolution of two distribu-

tions one of which is the convolution of a finite or a countable number of in-

decomposable distributions and the other is an infinitely divisible distribu-

tion without indecomposable factors. Further, any distribution which is not

infinitely divisible has an indecomposable component. This result gives an

indication of the existence of a large collection of indecomposable distribu-

tions. It is, however, not clear from this result alone that there exists a non-

atomic or absolutely continuous indecomposable distribution. This question

was raised by H. Cramer [2] and an answer in the affirmative was given by

P. Levy [3]. However, what is available is only a meagre supply of examples

[3; 4; 5] even in the case of the real line. In this connection there arises

naturally the question of the "size" of the class SDci, of indecomposable dis-

tributions. Or more precisely, what is the category of üDii? The object of this

paper is to answer questions of this type.

These questions are studied here under the general framework of a com-

plete separable metric group G. We consider three classes of distributions:

(1) all indecomposable distributions, (2) all nonatomic indecomposable dis-

tributions and (3) all indecomposable distributions which are absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to the Haar measure in the case of a locally compact

abelian group. It is shown that, under appropriate conditions on G, the inde-

composable distributions form a dense G¡ in the class of all distributions in

cases (1) and (2) and in the class of all absolutely continuous distributions in

case (3). This lends substance to the statement that, in general, a distribu-

tion is indecomposable. It may be added that most of these results seem to be

new even in the case when G is the real line.

In this connection it is interesting to compare these results with that of

W. Rudin [6]. Rudin considers the convolution algebra 7,i(G) of all functions

integrable with respect to the Haar measure in a locally Euclidean group G

and shows that every element in Li(G) is decomposable. The decomposability

of all elements is made possible by the fact that the factors are not confined to

non-negative elements of T-i(G) as we have done in our work.

Our analysis incidentally throws some light on the problem of existence

of nonatomic measures in a separable metric space. It follows as a conse-

quence of our work that the set of all nonatomic measures in a complete
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separable metric space without isolated point is a dense G¡ in the set of all

measures under the weak topology.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout the paper we suppose that G denotes a

complete separable metric group. Additional assumptions on G will be spe-

cifically mentioned as and when necessary. We employ the customary nota-

tion of denoting the group operation as xy, x, yQG in the case of general

groups and as x-\-y if G is abelian. e always denotes the unit in G. For any

two subsets A, B of G we write AB= [z: z = xy, xQA, y£73] and A-1

= [z: z~~lQA ] (in case the group is abelian we use instead the symbols A +73

and — A respectively).

The convolution operation. By a measure (or distribution) we mean a

probability measure defined on the «r-field (B of Borel subsets of G. Let 9fJÎ

denote the collection of all probability measures on (B. For „, vQffll the con-

volution „ * v is defined as follows

(2.1) (ß*v)(A) =  \ ß(Ax-l)dv(x).

With this operation 5DÎ becomes a semigroup which is abelian if and only if

G is so. It should be noted that „ * v in (2.1) can be written in the equivalent

form

(ß*v) (A) =  fv(x-1A)dß(x).

For each gQG and ßQ'SR, „ * g denotes the right translate of „ by g i.e., the

measure „(£g-1). g *„ is defined similarly. By a translate of „ we mean a

measure of the form „ * g or g * „. Regarding the measure-theoretic termi-

nology used but unaccompanied by explanation, we follow Halmos [7].

Definition 2.1. A measure X is decomposable if and only if there exist

two nondegenerate measures „ and v such that X=„ * v. In the contrary case

X is said to be indecomposable.

Definition 2.2. A nondegenerate measure a is said to be a factor of a

measure ß if and only if there exists a measure y such that either ß = a * y

or ß=y * a.

We shall denote by ÜUÍo the set of all decomposable measures and Tlx the

set of all indecomposable measures.

Definition 2.3. The spectrum of a measure „ is the smallest closed set

A QG such that ß(A) = 1.
The existence of the spectrum is well known and it is also easy to see that

if A, 73, and C are the spectra of the measures „, v and „ * v respectively then

C=closure of 0473).
Topologies in W. In the sequel we shall be mainly concerned with the

weak topology in 21c. It is defined through convergence as follows:
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Definition 2.4. A sequence of measures {p„} converges weakly to a

measure p if and only if, for every real valued bounded continuous function

/ defined on G, ffdpn-+ffdp.
It is clear that the class of subsets of 9JÎ, of the form

p: ! I fidp — I fidpo  < a, i = 1, 2, • • -, k\

where (/i, •••,/*) is any finite set of bounded continuous functions and

(ei, •••,€*) is any finite set of positive numbers forms a neighbourhood sys-

tem for the weak topology in SDÍ. It is useful to note that the sets of the type

[p: p(F,) > ^o(F.) - 6,-, ¿ = 1, 2, ..-,*]

where e<>0 for all * and F¿ are open subsets of G, are open in the weak

topology.

Now we shall gather a few results about the weak topology in S0Î which

we need in the sequel.

Theorem 2.1 (Prohorov [8], Varadarajan [9]). If G is a complete

separable metric space, the space 9JÍ of measures on G becomes a complete separa-

ble metric space under the weak topology.

Theorem 2.2 (Prohorov [8]). If G is a complete separable metric space,

a subset A7C9DÎ is conditionally compact in the weak topology if and only if,

for every e>0, there exists a compact set K,EG such that p(Kt) > 1 —efor every

uEM.

Theorem 2.3 (Ranga Rao [10]). 7m a complete separable metric space

G a sequence p„ E 9Jc converges weakly to pE'Sftif and only if the following holds :

For every class 21 of continuous functions on G such that

(i) 21 is uniformly bounded,

(ii) 21 is compact in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta,

lim  sup    f fdpn —   I fdp   = 0.
l-»oo     fe9t  I J J

All topological notions in 9W used in §§1-6 refer to the weak topology.

Only in the last section, we find it necessary to consider the strong topology

induced by the norm ||p|| = sup¿6(g |p(^4)|, p-Effl.

Indecomposable distributions on the real line. We now state two results

due to P. Levy [3] concerning absolutely continuous indecomposable dis-

tributions on the real line. We shall have occasion to use the latter one in the

last section.

Let Z be any real-valued random variable which takes values in a

bounded interval. We denote by [Z] the integral part of Z and the condi-

tional distribution of Z given that [Z]—n, by p„.
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Theorem 2.4. Let Z be any real-valued random variable taking values in a

oounded interval and satisfying the following properties:

(a) [Z] is even with probability one,

(b) the distribution of [Z] is indecomposable,

(c) the family of distributions „„,, n running over possible values of [Z], has

no common factor.

Then the distribution of Z is indecomposable.

Theorem 2.5. Let „i, „2 denote the uniform distributions on the intervals

[a, b] and [c, d] respectively. If (b—a)/(d — c) is irrational then „i and „2 have

no common factor.

3. Shift compactness in aft. In the theory of sums of independent random

variables we often come across the situation where a sequence of distributions

fails to converge to any limit but actually does converge when suitably

centered (see Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [l 1 ]). In this section we shall make

a systematic analysis of this phenomenon in relation to the convolution opera-

tion between distributions on groups. To thisend, it is convenient to introduce

the following

Defintion 3.1. A family 91 is said to be shift compact if, for every

sequence „nG2c (re= 1, 2, • • • ), there is a sequence of measures vn such that

(1) vn is a translate of „„ and (2) vn has a convergent subsequence.

The main result of this section is the following theorem which reveals an

important structural property of the topological semigroup in relation to the

notion of shift compactness. Its applications in the theory of factorisation of

distributions in groups will be discussed in a separate paper.

Theorem 3.1. Let {Xn}, {„«}, {^n} be three sequences of measures on G

such that

(3.1) Xn = „n*»'» (re=l, 2, •••)•

If the sequence |X„} is conditionally compact, then each one of the sequences

{„„] and \vn] is shift compact.

As an immediate consequence we have the following

Corollary 3.1. For any \QW, the family ÍF(X) of all factors of X is shift
compact.

Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3.1 wè shall establish the fol-

lowing

Lemma 3.1. Let {X„}, {„n}, {vn\ be three sequences of measures on G such

that X»=„„ *vnfor each n. If the sequences |XB} and {./in}, are conditionally

compact then so is the sequence {vn}.

Proof. Since the sequences Xn and „n are conditionally compact it follows
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from Theorem 2.2 that, given «>0, there exists a compact set K, such that

\n(KA > 1 - e,       ßa(Kt) >l-e

for all n. Then we have

1 - e < X„(7Q = j vn(x-lKt)dß„(x)

(3.2)

=g f vn(x-lK,)dßn(x) + «=

or

(3.3) f  vn(x-lK,)dßn(x) > 1 - 2e.

(3.3) implies the existence of a point xnQK, with the property

vn(xñlKt) > 1 - 3e

and consequently we have

Vn(K7lKt)  >   1  - 36

for all n. Since KrlK, is compact and independent of n, another application

of Theorem 2.2 leads to the fact that the sequence \v„\ is conditionally

compact. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We choose a sequence er of positive numbers such

that E6^ °°- Then the conditional compactness of the sequence {X„} im-

plies, by Theorem 2.2, that there exists a sequence of compact sets Kr such

that

\n(Kr) >l-er, r = 1, 2, • • •

for all n. Now choose a positive sequence r¡r descending to zero and satisfying

«, i

E MT1 =\ — •
r-l 2

Let
00

(3.4) Enr =  [*: ßn(KTX~l) >  1  - *], Fn =   H £„r.
r-l

Then, from (3.1) and (3.4), we have

1 - er g X„(7t-r) =   f   /^(JT,*-»)*-^) +  f     /»„(tfr*-1)*^*)

^ Vn(Enr) + (1 - i;r)v»(7inr)
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where E'm denotes the complement of the set EM. Thus we obtain

Vn(E'nT)  £ —

Vr

and consequently

hW) = E**-1 ^ — •
n &

Hence P»^*?. Let xn be any element in P„. Then, from the definition of P„,

we have

(3.5) p-C*,*.-1) > 1 - i»,

for all n and all r.

We now write an = p« * xn (the right translate of p„ by xn) and ßn = xn~1 * vn.

Then, obviously, Xn = a„ * ß„ and from (3.5) and Theorem 2.2 it follows that

both the sequences X» and a„ are conditionally compact. Lemma 3.1 now

implies that /3„ is conditionally coriipact. The fact that an and ßn are translates

of p„ and vn respectively completes the proof of the theorem.

4. The class 2fti is a G¡. The purpose of this section is simply to prove the

following.

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a complete separable metric group. Then the class

SDÎi of all indecomposable distributions forms a G¡.

Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem we make a digression in

order to pick up a few auxiliary facts.

Let/1,/2, • • • , be a sequence of bounded functions on G with the following

properties

(a) for each /, /,(*) is uniformly continuous in both the right and left

uniformities of G.

(h) the sequence {/y} separates points of G.

The existence of such a sequence of functions may be seen as follows.

Since G is a separable metric group there is a sequence of neighbourhoods

{Ni} of e such that fl/Ii JV,.= {e}. Then by a well known result (cf. A. Weil

[16, pp. 13-14]) there exists a sequence of functions /,-(*) (¿—1, 2, • • • )

which are uniformly continuous in the two-sided uniformity (i.e., in both the

right and left uniformities) and such that/i(e) = 0 and /<(*) = 1 for x^iV,-.

Let \xn} be a sequence dense in G. Then the countable family 5= {<pa} where

<pij(x) =fi(xXj) possesses both the properties. It is only necessary to prove

that the family S separates points of G. If not let a and ¿> be two distinct

elements of G such that 0,y(c) =4>a(b) for all i and / or equivalently fi(ax,)

—fi(bxj) lor all » and j. Since {xj\ is dense it follows that/,(a¿>_1) =/<(e) = 0

for all i. But a6-1€F.iV,- for some i and hence fi(ab~l) = 1 for some *'. This con-

tradiction shows that 5= {<p,y} separates points of G.
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In all that follows, 5= {/,} is a fixed sequence with the above properties.

It is then clear that a measure „ on G is degenerate if and only if the in-

duced measure „/y-1 on the real line is degenerate for each j. For any real

valued bounded continuous function / and any measure „, we write

(4.1)

V(f,u) = sup max <!   J f(ax)dß -M f(ax)dßj  \,

J* f(xa)dß - (f f(xa)dß\^

It is obvious that a measure „ is degenerate if and only if V(f¡, „) =0 for all/.

Lemma 4.1. If f is bounded and uniformly continuous in both the right and

left uniformities of the group G and „„ is a sequence of measures converging

weakly to „, then

lim V(f, ßn) = V(f, „).
n—»oo

Proof. For each/which is bounded and uniformly continuous in the right

as well as the left uniformity, it is clear that each one of the families of func-

tions \f(xa), aQG], [p(xa), aQG), \f(ax), aQG], \p(ax), aQG] is uni-

formly bounded and equi-continuous at each point of G. Consequently,

they are conditionally compact in the topology of uniform convergence on

compacta. The lemma is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3.

Let now £<y(e) be defined as follows

(4.2) Ei,(e) = [„:„ = a * ß, V(fi, a) fe 6, V(fh B) ̂  e]

where /< and /,• are any two functions from 5. Then we have

Lemma 4.2. For any e>0 and each i, j the set 7¿¿y(e) is closed.

Proof. Let „» be a sequence of measures in 7S,y(e) converging to some meas-

ure „. Then by (4.2) there exist measures an and ßn such that

(4.3) *. = «**,*„
V(fi>an)^e,        V(fhßn)=\e.

From Theorem 3.1, it follows that there exists a sequence anÇ=.G such that

the sequences of measures {a„ * a„} and {an1 * p\»} are conditionally com-

pact. Thus we can choose subsequences ani * a„k and a^1 * ßnk converging to

some measures oto and j30 respectively. Since „n converges to „ and „„t

=aB* * ctnk * on*1 * ßnt we have ß — ao*ßo. It is clear from the definition of

V(f,ft) (see (4.1)) that

(4.4) V(f,ant*ant) = V(f,anA.

From Lemma 4.1 it follows immediately that
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lim V(fi, ant) = V(fi, «„).

Similarly

lim F(/y, ßnk) = V(Ji, /So).
t-XO

Thus from (4.3) we have

V(fi, «o) ̂  «,        F(/y, ßo) è e

or p£E,y(e). This completes the proof.

We shall now prove Theorem 4.1 by showing that the set of all decom-

posable measures is an Ft. In fact

(4.5) 9flo = Û   U   G EiAf-i).
i-l ,'-1 r-l

It is clear that any measure belonging to the right side of (4.5) is decom-

posable and hence belongs to SDÎo- Let now p be any measure in SD?0. Then there

exist two nondegenerate measures a and ß such that p=a * ß. Since a and ß

are nondegenerate it follows from the remarks made earlier that there exist

two functions /< and f¡ belonging to S, with the property

V(ft, ot) > 0,      V(fi, ß) > o.

Let e = min[F(/f, a), V(fh ß)]. Then for r>l/e, uEE^r-1). Thus 30îo is
contained in the right side of (4.5). An application of Lemma 4.2 completes

the proof of the theorem.

Remarks. 1. Let We denote the class of nonatomic measures. It may be

noted that the class of all indecomposable nonatomic measures is a G, in

We under the relative topology. At the moment, it is not clear whether even

a single nonatomic measure exists in G. These points will be clarified in §6.

2. Let G be a locally compact abelian separable metric group and ft(G)

the class of all absolutely continuous distributions in G. Since the norm

topology in Ct(G) is stronger than the weak topology it is clear that the set

of all indecomposable absolutely continuous distributions is a G¡ in Ct(G) (the

relevant topology being the norm topology).

To determine the category of the various classes of indecomposable dis-

tributions, it is thus sufficient to find their closures. We note one case where

the class Wi is of first category. This is the situation when the group G is

finite, as is implied in the work of Vorobev [12 ].

In the rest of the paper we will study the closures of three classes of in-

decomposable distributions

(1) the general case—the class 9Ki itself;

(2) the nonatomic case—the class of all nonatomic measures in SDh;
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(3) the absolutely continuous case—the class of indecomposable distribu-

tions absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure in a locally

compact abelian group G.

5. The general case. Before we state the main theorem of this section we

begin with some lemmas, the purpose of which is to construct indecomposable

distributions in G. To this end we introduce the following definition.

Definition 5.1. A subset A QG is said to be decomposable if there exist

two sets ^4i, A2QG such that (a) each of Ax, A2 contains at least two elements

and (b) AxA2 = A ; a set A QG is said to be indecomposable if it is not decom-

posable.

Lemma 5.1. Let A be any countable indecomposable set and „ a measure such

that ß(A) = l and ß(\g}) >0 for every gQA. Then „ is indecomposable.

Proof. Let us suppose that „ is decomposable. Then „=„i * „2 where „i

and „2 are nondegenerate measures with mass concentrated at a countable or

finite number of points. Let

Ai=[g:gQG,ßi(g)>0], i =1,2.

From the conditions of the lemma it follows that A =AxA2, which contradicts

the fact that A is indecomposable.

Lemma 5.2. Let B be an infinite countable set {gx, g2, ■ ■ ■ } with the follow-

ing property: grg7l^ágtgZí for every set of distinct integers r, s, t, u no two of

which are equal. If F is any finite subset of G then the set 73 U F is indecomposa-

ble.

Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true. Then there exist two sets Alt A2,

at least one of which contains an infinite number of elements and such that

BVJF = AxA2. Let Ax=(xx, x2 • • • xn • • • ) and ylt y2£^2. Since the ele-

ments xryx, r=l, 2, • • • are all distinct all but a finite number of them belong

to 73. Thus there exists a finite set N of integers such that

xryx Q B for r Q N.

Take any integer mQN. For at most one integer 5, say s = fa, x,yx can be

equal to xmy2. Similarly, for at most one integer, say s = fa, x,y2 can be equal

to xmyx- Choose any integer nQN and different from fa and fa. Then xmylt

xmy2, xnyx and xny2 are all distinct and belong to 73. But

xmyx(xnyx)~l = xmy2(xny2)-x

which contradicts the defining property of 73.

Lemma 5.3. If G is an infinite group, then there exists a set B with the

property described in Lemma 5.1.

Proof. Let gx, g2, gx be any three distinct elements of the group G. Sup-

pose gi, g2, ■ ■ • , gn have been chosen. Consider the set A„ of all elements of
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the form gjj'g^'gj1 where ti, i2, i3 are any three positive integers less than or

equal to n. Since An is finite and the group G is infinite Añ is nonempty.

Choose any element gn+i from Añ. The sequence gi, g2, • • • chosen in this

way has the required property.

Theorem 5.1. If the group G is infinite, then Wi is a dense G¡.

Proof. Any measure in G is a weak limit of measures concentrated at a

finite number of points. From Lemmas 5.1-5.3 it is clear that any measure

with a finite spectrum is a weak limit of indecomposable distributions. Thus

indecomposable distributions are dense in W. In view of Theorem 4.1, this

completes the proof.

6. The nonatomic case. To start with we shall investigate the existence

of a nonatomic measure in an arbitrary complete separable metric space.

This, in itself, seems to be an interesting problem (cf. [13]).

Theorem 6.1. Let X be any complete separable metric space without any

isolated points. Then there exists a nonatomic measure on X.

Proof. Let W be the class of all probability measures on X. Then by

Theorem 2.1 W is a complete separable metric space under the weak topology.

For any given €>0, we denote by C(e) the class of all measures which have

at least one atom of mass greater than or equal to e. Then the class of all

measures with atomic components can be represented as U"_i C(\/r). If there

does not exist any nonatomic measure, we have

"-¿c(t)'

It is not difficult to verify by making use of Theorem 2.2 that C(e) is closed

in the weak topology. Thus by Baire's category theorem, at least one C(l/r)

has interior. Hence there exists a measure po with an atom of positive mass

>5>0 such that, whenever a sequence of measures p„ converges weakly to

Po, p„ has an atom of mass at least 8 for sufficiently large n. Since measures

with finite spectrum (i.e., for which spectrum is a finite set) are everywhere

dense we can, without loss of generality, assume that p0 is a measure with

masses pi, p2, • ■ ■ , pk at the points Xi, x2, ■ • • ,xk respectively.

Let Nn(xi), Nn(x2), ■ ■ ■ , Nn(xk) be sequences of neighbourhoods shrink-

ing to aci, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xk respectively. We can and do assume that these neigh-

bourhoods are disjoint. Since by assumption X has no isolated points each

of these neighbourhoods contains an infinite number of points. We distribute

the mass pi among the points of iV„(x,) such that the mass at each point is

less than 8/2. By doing this for every i and every n we obtain a sequence of

measures p» converging weakly to po and such that the mass of pn at any point

is Û8/2. This contradicts the defining property of p0 and shows that C(l/r)

has no interior for any r. The proof is complete.
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Corollary 6.1. Let X be any complete separable metric space with an un-

countable number of points. Then there exists a nonatomic measure on X.

Proof. Let Y denote the set of all accumulation points of X. Then it is

well known (cf. Hausdorff [14, p. 146]) that X can be written in the form

X=YVN where

(a) Y is closed and dense in itself,

(b) TV is countable.

By Theorem 6.1 there exists a nonatomic measure on Y and hence on X.

The proof of Theorem 6.1 actually yields something more. In fact we have

Corollary 6.2. Let X be a complete separable metric space without isolated

points. Then the set of all nonatomic measures which give positive mass to each

open subset of X is a dense Gs in SJc.

If G is any nondiscrete complete metric group, then it is clear that it is

necessarily uncountable and cannot have any isolated point. Consequently

we have the following:

Theorem 6.2. Let G be any nondiscrete complete separable metric group (not

necessarily abelian). Then the set of all nonatomic indecomposable distributions

which give positive mass to each open set is a dense Gs in SDÎ.

7. The absolutely continuous case. In this section we suppose that G is a

locally compact abelian group and consider measures absolutely continuous

with respect to the Haar measure on G. Let ft = d(G) denote the collection

of these measures. The convergence notion that is appropriate for d is

the norm convergence of measures or the Li convergence of their densities.

The main object here is to show that in the sense of this convergence the

indecomposable measures in & are dense.

In the first instance we develop in the following lemmas a general method

of constructing absolutely continuous indecomposable distributions in G.

Lemma 7.1. Let Ax, A2, A3 be three closed subsets of G satisfying the following

conditions:

(1) (Ai - At) r\ (Ay - Ak) = 0 for i =1,2,3 and j j¿ k;

(2) (Ax - A2) C\ (Ai - A,) = (A2 - A,) i\ (As - Ax)

= (As-Ax)n(Ax~A2)=0.

Let „i, „2, „3 be measures with ßi(AA = l and 'K=zpxPx-r-p¡PiA-pxflx where

pi>0 (t = l, 2, 3) and ^1+^2+^3 = 1. Then X is decomposable if and only if

„1, „2, „3 have a nondegenerate common factor.

Proof. If „1, „2, „3 have a nondegenerate common factor, it is obvious that

X is decomposable. Conversely let us suppose that X is decomposable. Then

there exist two nondegenerate measures a and ß such that X=a * ß. Let C
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and D denote the spectra of a and ß respectively. It is obvious that

(7.1) C+DEAiKJA2\JA3^=A.

For each cEG, we write

(7.2) D¡(c) = [d: d E D and c + d E At] = D ÍA (At - c)

for * = 1, 2, 3. The rest of the proof depends on an analysis of the nature of

decomposition {7?,(c)} of D. It is convenient to divide it into three steps.

I. The sets 7J>,(c) possess the following properties,

(i) U?_i Di(c)=D for each c.
(ii) Di(c)r\Dj(c) = 0iovi^j.
(iii) For any two distinct Ci and c2, Di(cî)=Di(c2) for some i, implies

that Dj(ci) = Dj(ct) for j = l, 2, 3.

(iv) if ci?¿c2, Di(ci)C\D](ci)^0 implies that Di(ci) =7>y(c2).

The first three properties are very simple. We shall prove (iv). Let us suppose

that Di(c) and 7>y(c) have a common point d and 7\(ci) ¿¿Da(c2). Then there

exists a point d'EDAci) which is not in 7J>y(c2). From (i) above it follows that

there is a k(^j) such that d'EDk(c2). From these facts we have

ci + dE Ai,       ci + d'E Ai,

d + d E A¡,       c2 + d' E Ak.

Consequently

d-d'E (Ai - Ai) ÍA (A¡ - Ak).

This contradicts the assumption (1) of the lemma and proves (iv). It should

be noted that the property (iv) implies that the decompositions {Di(c)}

for cEC are only permutations of each other.

II. One of the following relations is always satisfied. Either

(a) for each cEC, all but one of Di(c) are empty, i.e., Dt(c) =D for some

i, or

(b) for any two a, c2EC, Di(ci) =Di(c2) for i= 1, 2, 3.

The proof of this is quite straightforward and is similar to that of (iv)

above. We shall not go into details.

III. Now we suppose that case (a) obtains. Let C¿= [c: Df(c)^0]. It is

then easily verified that (1) C<'s are mutually disjoint and their union is C,

(2) d+DEAi for each i. Let the measures a< (t = l, 2, 3) be defined as

follows:

ai(E) = a(Er\Ci)/a(C,).

(Note that ct(d) >0.) It is then not difficult to verify that

a¡ * ß = pi for i = 1, 2, 3.

Thus for each i, ß is a factor of p.-.
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In case (b), let 7?f = 7?<(c). Obviously the TVs are mutually disjoint and

C+7>,04< for each i. Writing /3,(7±) =ß(EC\Dt)/ß(DA we get as before

a * ßi = „,■ for i=l,2, 3.

In this case a is the required common factor. This completes the proof of the

lemma.

Lemma 7.2. Let G be a noncompact group. Then for any given compact set

K, there exist elements g, hQG such that the sets K, K-\-g, K-\-h satisfy the

conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 7.1.

Proof. It may be verified that conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 7.1 in

this case reduce to choosing g and h such that none of the elements g, h,

g-h, g+h, 2g+h, Ih-g belong to the compact set C= (K-K) - (K-K). Let

F = [x: x = 2y, y Q G].

Then there are two possibilities.

Case 1. 7"" has compact closure. In this case we can choose an element g

such that gQC and F(~\(C-\-g) = 0. Since G is noncompact such elements

exist. Let h be any element such that hQCU(C+g)\J(C-g)KJ(C+2g). The
pair g, h satisfies our requirements.

Case 2. The closure of F is not compact. Let gQC be arbitrary. Since 7?

is not compact we can find an hQG such that 2hQC+g and hQC^J(CA-g)

^(C—g)\J(C—2g)yJ(C+2g). As is easily verified the pair g, h serves our

purpose. This completes the proof.

Lemma 7.3. Let G be an infinite compact metric abelian group. Let A be a

subset such that

(1) 0 < \(A) < 1,

(2) f Xi(x)d\(x) 9*0 for/ = 0, 1, 2, • • •,
J A

where X is the normalized Haar measure on G and xo, Xi, ' ■ ' are the characters

of G. If Xi, X2 are defined by

\x (E) = \(Ef\ A)/\(A),

\2(E) = \(E H A')/\(A'),

then Xi and \2 do not have a common factor.

Proof. Let xo be the identity character. Since for the Haar measure

fXid\ = 0 for jVO and 0<\(A)<1, we have

(7.4) I   xy^X 9* 0 for every/.
J A'
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We shall now prove that the measures Xi and X2 cannot have a common factor.

If this is not true, then let p be a common factor. Then there exist measures

«i, a2 such that

(7.5) Xi = cti * p,       X2 = oti*p.

From the definitions of Xi and X2 and (7.5) we have

(7.6) XU)Ai + X(A')X2 = X = (X(A)ai + X(A')cxi) * p.

Taking the characteristic functionals on both sides of (7.5) and (7.6) we get

J Xjd\i = Í J Xjdctijl   I Xjdp),

(7.7) j Xid\2 = ( f Xjda^ ( J xjdp^j,

(\(A) jxjdai + X(A')j Xid*2\ ( J x¡dp\ = 0 for/ ^ 0.

From condition (2) of the lemma and (7.7) we deduce that

I Xjdp 9a 0 for all/.

Thus from (7.7) we have

HA) j Xjdai + X(A') Jxjda2 = 0 tor all/ j± 0,

which is the same as saying

(7.8) \(A)cxi + \(A')a2 = X.

From (7.5) and the definition of Xi and X2 we get

J* ai(A' - x)dp(x) = Xi(A') = 0,

I cti(A - x)dp(x) = X2(^) = 0.

Consequently

cti(A' — x) = 0 a-e(p),

cxi(A — x) = 0 a-e(p).

Thus there exists a point Xo such that

(7.9) cti(A' - xo) = ai(A - xo) = 0.
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(7.8) and (7.9) imply that

X(E r\[A- xo])      .
ax(E) = -i--i--*- = [Xi * (-*„)](£),

X(A)

\(Er\[A' -xo])      .
a2(E) = ---i—-^ = [X,. (-*,)](£).

X(A')

Thus from (7.5) and (7.10) we obtain

(7.11) Xi = Xi * (—xo) * ß,       X2 = X2* (—xo) *„.

Taking characteristic functionals on both sides of (7.11) we have

/
Xy¿((-*o) *„) = 1 for all/.

Thus „ is degenerate at the point x0. The proof of the lemma is complete.

Lemma 7.4. In any infinite compact group G there exists a set A possessing

the properties (1) and (2) of Lemma 7.3.

Proof. Let SÇK) be the measure ring obtained by considering the space of

Borel subsets of G modulo X-null sets. This is a complete metric space with

the distance d(E, F) =X(£ A F) where E and F belong to S(K) (cf. [7, pp. 165-
169]). Let xo, Xi, • • - be the characters of G, xo being the identity. We con-

sider the following mapping from 5(X) to the complex plane. For any EQS(K),

we write

fi(E) =   f X,d\.
E

The mapping f¡ is obviously continuous. Hence the sets

V}= \e: JxyáX^o]

are open in 5(X). We shall now prove that each Fy is dense in 5(X). Let

A QS(\) and

IXid\ = 0.

Let X(j4)=c>0. Since X is nonatomic, for any 0<e<c there exists a set

73 QA such that e/2 <X(T3) <e. Let C be any subset of T3 for which

/.
XydX * 0.

c
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Such a C exists, for otherwise Xi will vanish in B almost everywhere but at

the same time | xy| = 1. The set AfAC has the property

d(A ÍA C, A) = X((A ÍA C) A A) = X(C) < e.

Since this is true for any sufficiently small e it is possible to get i asa limit

of elements belonging to Fy. Since the class of sets A with X(.4) >0 is dense

in the ring 5(X) it follows that the sets F, are actually dense in 5(X). By the

Baire category theorem it follows that C\]¡L1 V,- is dense in 5(X). Thus there

exist Borel sets with the required properties.

Lemma 7.5. 7m OMy locally compact separable metric abelian group G there

exist two absolutely continuous measures with compact supports which do not have

a common factor.

We shall prove this lemma in two steps. First of all let us assume that

G is a finite dimensional vector space. Let Ai and A2 be two cubes in G such

that the ratio of the lengths of their sides is irrational.

Then the uniform distributions pi and p2, concentrated in Ai and Ai

respectively, cannot have a common factor. For, if they have, then at least

one of the one-dimensional marginal distributions of pi must have a common

factor with the corresponding marginal distribution of p2. Since the cor-

responding marginal distributions of pi and p2 are rectangular distributions in

the real line with the ratio of the lengths of their supports irrational, it follows

from Theorem 2.5 that they cannot have a common factor. This proves the

lemma in the case when G is a vector space.

If G is an infinite compact group, we have by Lemma 7.3 two absolutely

continuous measures which do not have a common factor.

Now a result of Pontrjagin [15] states that for any general locally com-

pact group G there exists an open subgroup 77 such that

77 = V @Z

where F is a vector group, Z a compact group and © denotes the direct sum.

In F we take any two absolutely continuous measures pi and p2 without any

common factor. If Z is infinite we take two absolutely continuous measures

vi and Vi in Z without common factor. If Z is finite we take vi and v2 to be

any two degenerate measures. We form the product measures

Xi = pi X vi,       X% = piX v2

in 77. Since 77 is open Xi and X2 are absolutely continuous with respect to the

Haar measure in G. Since none of the marginals of Xi and X2 have a common

factor we conclude that Xi and X2 themselves cannot have a common factor.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 7.1. 7m any locally compact noncompact complete separable metric
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abelian group G the set of all absolutely continuous indecomposable distributions

is a dense G s in Q(G).

That the set under consideration is a G¡ follows from the remarks made

in §4. It remains to be proved that it is dense. It is clear that the set of all

absolutely continuous measures with compact supports is everywhere dense.

Thus it remains only to prove that any absolutely continuous measure „ with

compact support is a limit of a sequence of absolutely continuous indecom-

posable measures. Let the support of „ be K0. Let „i and „2 be two absolutely

continuous measures with compact supports Kx and 7<2 and having no com-

mon factor. Such measures exist because of Lemma 7.5. Let

K = TíoUTíiWTCí.

By using Lemma 7.3 we choose two points g, hQG such that K, K-\-g, K+h

satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 7.1. We write

otx = „,        on = „i * g,        a3 = „2 * h

and

/        2\ 1 1
„„ = 11-) ax -\-a2-j-ax, «^2.

\        nf n n

From Lemma 7.1 it follows that „„ is indecomposable. It is obvious that „n

converges in norm to ax which is the same as „. This completes the proof of

the theorem.

Remark. In the above theorem the assumption of noncompactness of G

has played a crucial role. The question arises—is this assumption necessary?

Or, more precisely, if G is an infinite compact group, is the collection of in-

decomposable distributions in &(G) dense in Q,(G) ? The answer is not known.
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